
Quantum
Training

for
Industry

Ensuring you and your
business are quantum ready

WE SPEAK QUANTUM 



Quantum technologies harness
the principles of quantum
mechanics to build powerful
tools for processing information.
These are the technologies
driven by engineering the
individual quantum states and
use quantum particularities
such as qubits, superposition,
entanglement, measurement,
and tunnelling.

Drug Discovery

Process acceleration
of finding the right

drug by reducing the
search space and

time.

Manufacturing
Optimization of

materials synthesis,
characterization,

assembly, and diagnostic
in manufacturing to

reduce material wastage
and toxic emissions.

Oil & Gas

Optimization of the
allocation of

resources to improve
utilization & increase

profitability.

Financial 
Services

Unlock value for banks
saving time, reducing

costs & increasing
upsides in reverse
stress testing and

portfolio optimization.

Energy
Optimize process for

grid operator to meet its
power demand with the
optimal combination of

energy sources such
that it minimizes carbon

emissions & costs.

Healthcare
Hospitals support to

increase the efficiency in
surgical scheduling, this

educing wait times,
increasing throughput
and improving patient

outcomes.

Supply Chain
higher transportation

efficiency, better
warehouse

management, and
higher accuracy and

performance in
logistics operations.

Defence & 
Security

Adoption of quantum
technologies for

precision in sensing ,
secure communication
and secure information
for military defence and

security.

What are
Q U A N T U M
T E C H N O L O G I E S ?

Quantum technologies have the potential to address key challenges
in various industries such as pharma, manufacturing, logistics,
energy, financial services, healthcare or defence & security. 

ARE YOU OR YOUR ORGANISATION
 QUANTUM-READY?

www.qureca.com

https://qureca.com/


Qureca releases Quantum Training for Industry specifically to enable  
industry professionals, executives, strategists,  and business leaders,
to enhance their knowledge in quantum technologies. 

Quantum 
Chemistry

Quantum Training for Industry

Quantum Courses to get started

Our Quantum Training for Industry programs are tailor-made for
every organisation that is looking to develop specific quantum skills
for specific industry use-cases. 

We offer a wide range of courses to get started as puzzle pieces.
Qureca helps organisations in identifying the key pieces to develop
the quantum framework and strategy regarding upskilling and
retraining, depending on the organisation needs and level of
expertise. 
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Our unique methodology: 
customised training programmes

Understand quantum.
Understand quantum for your business.
Start with a PoC and specific use cases. 
Define your strategy. 

The only way you can become a quantum master is by a step by step
approach:

We take you to the next level in your quantum journey!

Quantum
Simulators

www.qureca.com

Qureca  offers customised
training programmes to create
your own training package
based on your requirements.  

Not sure of which programme is the best for you? 

https://qureca.com/


If you would like to know more about the services we offer, visit
us and send us a message! 

 
www.qureca.com

info@qureca.com  

Don't miss anything, follow us!

 

Contact us!

Now more than ever, we need a workforce that is ready for
the quantum revolution. Qureca is dedicated to supporting
the development of the quantum talent workforce. Our
focus is to provide the necessary skills and knowledge to
individuals and businesses around the world. 

About Qureca

THANK YOU!

https://www.facebook.com/QURECA/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXQ6_Q-9ulRizYjLVoDVMKQ/about
https://www.linkedin.com/company/qureca/
https://twitter.com/qureca?lang=en
https://twitter.com/qureca?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/qureca_ltd/

